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About This Game

Osteya - the city which once was home to many people over the centuries.
According to historians, there is a legend that Osteya stuck in time between worlds.

Here is a story of Seed, a traveler and adventurer,
who was one of the heroes involved in the fate of the dream city - Osteya.

Osteya - 2D Indie Pixel Art Platformer.

- 40 Levels
- Game for All Family

- Amazing Music and Sounds
- Incredible Graphics

- Spellbinding and Challenging Gameplay
- Innovational teleport thought walls and time

- Dangerous Enemies
- Hardcore levels

- More levels coming soon!
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Amazing game, graphic look like 'back in 80'th', i like it, but i not found any one dinosaurus))). Sound good. Shielde with slomo
effect interesting fiature. Developers please add light siber for close combat and make menu in 80'th style. 8\/10. It's pretty fun.
Good art, and music.
The enemies get a little repetitive though, you'll be seeing a lot of the same throught the levels. The bosses are decent, but can
have little window to attack them, and even when you do attack, sometimes they don't get stunned. Co-op is fun, but double the
enemies can make for a bit of a hassle, and can be hard to track.

One problem that was very punishing for me is the fact that you can't get any lives once you start a new level. I got stuck on
the final level with only 2 lives and couldn't get any more, resulting in me having to start over.

However, I appreciate the Sega Genesis soundfont being used for the music, and the pixel art is very high quality. Overall, a
fairly good game. Start with easy mode though. It gets tough.. its look like zombiedriver but a bit diffent ..no zombies.. but the
game is good to play and cheap because i lovecar games i give it a 7 + on my persenal list ... try it out. and the world again gets
more wang.

thanks.. So far so good. The only minus is bug with one achievement ("shelter dog") but team is working on it... for months....
Giggity SSS\/10. Good stuff.
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Super Fun! intense! definitely worth the money! played it with gamepad.. I've been waiting for this to be on steam for so long
(A) it may look like a cartoonish game for small kids but it isn't the case at all. I like the graphics style even cause it is so
different from any other game.

And the tactics \/ strategy in this game is on another level ++

I've had breaks from time to time cause of the subscription but it is way lower then most games so defentely a recommend for
anyone who likes turn based open world games with a big comedy factor and lore behind it. Just played it for a few hours! And I
have to say,: It´s fun! Even if you fail, you will retry. Grafics fine, Sound is great. Feel´s a little bit like the good old days playing
Wings of Fury ;-)
Control´s are a litle bit tricky, but... there has to be a chellenge :-)
And for just a few bug´s... thumb UP!

Gerade wieder angespielt! Und was soll ich sagen: Macht einfach spass! Sogar wenn man in einigen Leveln immer wieder
scheitert obwohl nurnoch eine Landung nötig wäre!!! Weiter fliegen, wir müssen unsere Jungs da raus holen :-D
Einfachste Grafik, super Sound, bischen wie früher zu Wings of Fury Zeiten (wer´s noch kennt ;-)
Steuerung ist nicht immer ganz einfach, aber soll ja auch eine Herrausforderung sein, und für nur 4 Euro oder weniger...
Her damit!. I am a big fan of avadon series
and this is awesome conclusion. Great game so far! It doesn't quite match Beat Saber or Airtone but it's pretty good in it's own
right. Definitely worth adding to a rhythm game collection. There have been one or two other gun-shooting rhythm games for
VR but they looked pretty weak to me so I passed on them. This one is quite satisfying, though.

The mechanics are very simple - You have two guns and you shoot the cat robots in time to the music. Blue cats are on a beat of
their own and red cats are paired on a single beat and so you want to shoot them in sync. Despite sounding overly simplistic,
though, coordinating your shots can be tricky. It ends up being a lot of fun even though there is very little physical movement.

As of right now there are something like 22 songs with more to come. There's a decent variety of styles - some with lyrics, some
without, some in English, some not. If you like Airtone's OST, you should like this one.

For some gameplay and first impressions, check out my video here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/zi4PdUYBBa8. Despite a story that tries too hard to be deep and comes across as either confusing or trite,
Pneuma does suceed enough as a puzzle game with interesting and fair puzzles that challenge the players' skills of observation..
Ok so this is pretty huge what is happening here.

Historically Eve of Destruction was a battlefield vietnam mod (2004 year), i used to play it back in the days of box copy's, with
your discs.
The mod was great, but then what is this REDUX edition about ??

Well first of all the game has been entirely redone under UNITY engine. That's means they had to entirely recode the game.
Some of the weapon animations are still clunky and the game needs updates in my opinion, but they will do it i feel.

As for content : The game has 35 maps, solo and multiplayer, 64 weapons, 196 vehicules (yes u heard me 196 vehicules), the
maps are huge, a LOT of different gamemodes to choose from, even zombie mode has been added yesss !!!

For now i just hope the devs give as much love to the community with constant updates, and then later on achievements and
cards, sales, for more player base.

It is just a honor and a huge pleasure to support this game who comes from my early teens, when PC gaming was starting to be
really huge (the 2000 era).

I recommend to DIE HARD FPS fans, Vietnam era fans, who miss Vietnam games. You will get your pleasure here !!!

As for 2018 the developper is still updating the game so its really a go for )))
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